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TOSSUPS

1. At the end of this novel the protagonist joins the underground movement led by Walt Trowbridge. In the novel, a Vermont editor opposes the presidential ambitions of a New England demagogue, but nonetheless Berzelius Windrip establishes a fascist dictatorship. Featuring the protagonist Doremus Jesup, FTP, what is this 1935 novel by Sinclair Lewis?
	Answer: It Can't Happen Here

2. Surgical procedures are often required to correct symptoms of this syndrome, including heart and circulation problems and webbing of the skin around the neck. Similar to Noonan's Syndrome, other symptoms include bone growths on the larger bone of the leg, a phenomenon called "shield chest", confusion about space and distances, dwarfism, and short metacarpals, and it is often treated with pituitary growth hormone, androgens, and estrogen. Seen in about 1in every 3,000 live female births, FTP, what is this syndrome resulting in lack of ovaries and the menstrual cycle which results from a missing X chromosome?
	Answer: Turner's Syndrome (accept early answer of Noonan's Syndrome)

3. By general consensus the most important critique of this philosophical work is Robert Nozick's "Anarchy, State and Utopia". The author's conception of the "veil of ignorance" is discussed in this work popularly known as the "green monster", which claims to examine "the grounds of ethical knowledge". It begins by reviving the idea of a social contract, then goes on to conclude that, unless the least advantaged group in a society is benefited, there is no justification for anyone in a society to be better off than anyone else. FTP, what is this landmark 1971 work by John Rawls?
	Answer: A Theory of Justice

4. The historical event which made it famous was sparked by the British donation of the port of St. Louis, Senegal to the French. To transport the new governor of Senegal, Colonel Julien Schmaltz, in 1816 four ships, the Loire, Argus, Echo, and this ship, set sail, with the woefully inexperienced Hugues de Chaumereys in command. Immediately making the passenger Monsieur Richefort navigator, de Chaumereys chose to sail through the dangerous Arguin bank, and when they were beached de Chaumereys and his rich friends took the lifeboats and abandoned the crew on a rickety raft, where they were eventually forced to resort to cannabalism. FTP, what was this ship immortalized in a painting by Theodore Gericault?
	Answer: The Medusa

5. The top half of this painting presents a cosmic parallel to its main subject, with the sun on the right subjugating the moon in the top left corner. Although the city, castle, and thousands of soldiers depicted are drawn from the 16th century, the tablet floating in the sky above the action indicates that it is supposed to depict a battle between Darius and Alexander the Great. FTP, what is this masterpiece of Albrecht Altdorfer?
	Answer: The Battle of Issus

6. The story of this character begins by recounting the parallel story of the English princess Goldebrou, who has been left in the care of her evil guardian Godrich. Meanwhile, this character is set adrift in the sea by the evil Godard, but is rescued off the coast of Lincolnshire and raised as the son of the peasant Grim. However, he soon marries Goldebrou, learns he is the son of King Birkabegn, and raises an army to reclaim he and his wife's birthrights. FTP, who is this hero of a middle English romance who becomes king of the Danes.
	Answer: Havelok the Dane

7. Two of their types are W Ursae Majoris and Beta Lyrae. The element with the higher surface luminosity is called the primary, and the primary minimum occurs when the primary is blocked by the secondary. One major type is the Algol type, named for the first of these to be discovered. With an orbital plane close to our line of sight, FTP, what are these binary stars?
	Answer: eclipsing binary stars

8. The “trap” of this name occurs when an increase in the money supply does not result in a fall in the interest rate but merely in the creation of idle balances. In recent times it has been measured by the degree of freedom an asset has from the risk of fluctuation in capital value, while the traditional measure considers how readily an asset can be converted into money. FTP, what is this economic measure of an asset’s “nearness” to free spending power? 	Answer: liquidity

9. As a bombardment division commander in World War II this man developed new B-17 bomber formations and bombing techniques, and went on to lead the firebombing of Tokyo. From 1948-49 he directed the airlift to West Berlin during the Soviet blockade, and during the 1950s developed the Strategic Air Command into a strong deterrent force. Later he gained notoriety for his ultraconservative views, including his statement that Vietnam should be bombed back to the Stone Age. FTP, who was this 1968 American Independent Party running-mate of George Wallace?
	Answer: Curtis LeMay

10. This symphony's material is drawn from three scenes in the opera of the same name: the overture, a crowd scene from the second act, and the title figure's deathbed scene. The principle melody, entitled "Es sungen drei Engel", first appears early in the first movement, "Concert of Angels", and recurs in the other two movements, The Entombment and The Temptation of Saint Anthony. The three movements represent three panels of the Isenheim Alterpiece, the masterpiece of the titular 16th century painter. FTP, name this symphony, the masterpiece of Paul Hindemith.
	Answer: Mathis der Maler (or Mathis the Painter)

11. In this novel, supernatural elements like the appearance of the mysterious, deformed Madam Walravens heighten the protagonist’s feelings of isolation. Attracted to the doctor John Bretton, John’s flirtations with Ginevra Fanshawe and Pauline Home lead the protagonist to become attached to Paul Emmanuel, the headmaster at the Brussels girls’ school where she works. FTP, what is this novel about Lucy Snowe written by Charlotte Bronte?
	Answer: Villette

12. On some occasions alcohols or alkenes undergo these reactions which occur at about 100 degrees Celsius in the presence of an aluminum chloride catalyst. Electrophilic substitution occurs because the catalyst acts as a electron acceptor for a lone pair on the halide atom, producing a positive charge on the group involved. FTP, what are these reactions in which an alkyl group or an acyl group is substituted on a benzene ring, named for both a French and American chemist?
	Answer: Friedel-Crafts reactions

13. This religious group warred with the Ottoman Turks and the Christian Maronites, preparing the way for French control of the eastern Mediterranean countries known as the Levant, but they gave up their autonomy in 1944, shortly after their 1925-27 occupation of Damascus. A unitarian faith combining Christian, Muslim, Jewish, and Sufist ideas, they number about 1 million worldwide, and believe in the divinity of Hakim, the sixth caliph of the Fatimid dynasty. Probably taking their name from their first apostle, Ismail Darazi, FTP, what is this religious community found primarily in Syria, Lebanon, Israel, and Jordan?
	Answer: the Druze or Druse 

14. The so-called "Little" version of this legislation included the Connally Act and Miller-Tydings Act. Conceived as an alternative to the Black-Connery Bill, Section 9 of Title 1, which allowed the president to prohibit from interstate commerce oil produced in violation of state quotas, was declared unconstitutional in Panama Refining Company v. Ryan, the first such New Deal law to be struck down. Its other provisions, including the banning of yellow-dog contracts and funding for the Public Works Administration, were collectively struck down in Schlecter Poultry Corporation v. United States. FTP, what was this 1933 act which established the NRA, the New Deal's major law for national economic recovery?
	Answer: National Industrial Recovery Act or NIRA

15. The protagonist of this novel becomes involved with a man named Joe Gillayley, who beats his mute adopted son Simon, causing him to lose his sense of hearing. The protagonist, Kerewin Holmes, is a solitary part-Maori woman who experiences a spiritual awakening while fishing, drinking, and writing among the remote coastal villages of New Zealand. FTP, what is this Booker Prize winning 1984 novel, the best-known work by Keri Hulme?
	Answer: The Bone People

16. The southern terminus of this land mass is Cape Lopatka, and its chief city is Petropavlovsk. Discovered by Atlasov, its central valley is drained by the namesake river and enclosed by parallel chains of active volcanoes, the highest of which, Klyuchevskaya Sopka, is the highest in all of Siberia. Second only to the Caspian as Russia's chief fishing region, FTP, what is this peninsula which separates the Bering and Okhotsk Seas?
	Answer: Kamchatka Peninsula

17. The c-type of these collections of cells are of unknown purpose. The delta type secrete somatostatin, the alpha type plucagon, and the beta type insulin. Irregular patches of endocrine tissue, they are named for the German pathologist who discovered them in 1869. Found in the pancreas, FTP, what are these "islets"?
	Answer: islets of Langerhans

18. This kingdom began training female warriors under King Agadja. Beginning when Ouegbadja conquered the kingdoms of Adjatche and Allada, it became notorious for its so-called "grand customs" and "minor customs" involving sacrifices in honor of dead kings. Subjugated by the Oyo kingdom of the neighboring Yoruba kingdom in the 1720s, it regained power in the early 19th century, becoming famous for its trade in palm oil and its slave trade. Based at the capital Abomey, FTP, what was this African kingdom which gained independence from France in 1960 and in 1975 renamed itself the Republic of Benin?
	Answer: Dahomey (prompt on Benin)

19. This mythological figure was supposed to marry Gwawl, but using a bag which could never be filled with food was able to trick Gwawl into giving her up to her beloved, Pwyll, king of Arberth. The main myth tells of her punishment to carry visitors to Arberth to the castle on her back after her young son wandered off to the farm of Teirnon Twrvliant, prompting the six women charged with his supervision to smear her face and hands with animal's blood and accuse her of his murder. FTP, who is this woman of Celtic myth perhaps best-known as the subject of a Fleetwood Mac song?
	Answer: Rhiannon

20. This novella was originally published along with five short stores, including “The Conversion of the Jews”,“Epstein”, and “Eli, the Fanatic”. The protagonist first falls in love with Barbara Patimkin after watching her swimming in a pool, but after a summer romance Neil Klugman’s insults about Barbara’s upper-crust lifestyle strain their relationship. FTP, what is this novella which established the reputation of Philip Roth?
	Answer: Goodbye, Columbus
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FTPE, answer the following about a thinker and his work.
1. (10 points) The primary thesis of this 1964 work holds that the mass materialism of American culture stifles all diversity.
	Answer: One-Dimensional Man
2. (10 points) This member of the Frankfurt School wrote "One-Dimensional Man", as well as "The Aesthetic Dimension", "Soviet Marxism", and "Counterrevolution and Revolt".
	Answer: Herbert Marcuse
3. (10 points) In this 1955 Herbert Marcuse work, he related sexual repression to political and social repression.
	Answer: Eros and Civilization

FTPE, answer the following questions about John Brown.
1. (10 points) In revenge for a proslavery massacre in Lawrence, Kansas, Brown led the massacre of five proslavery adherents at this site on May 24, 1856.
	Answer: Pottawatomie
2. (10 points) Brown became known as "Old Brown of" this place when he made an August 1856 stand at this site against a raid by proslavery adherents from Missouri.
	Answer: Osawatomie
3. (10 points) The raid on Harper's Ferry was made possible by financial aid donated by this secretive group of Massachusetts abolitionists with a numeric name.
	Answer: Secret Six

FTPE, stuff about an author and his work.
1. (10 points) In this novel Jack Gladney is a professor of Hitler Studies at a midwestern college. The lives of he and his fourth wife Babette are interrupted by a appearance of a lethal black cloud caused by an industrial accident.
	Answer: White Noise
2. (10 points) This is the author of White Noise, also known for "Libra" and "Great Jones Street".
	Answer: Don DeLillo
3. (10 points) In this 1991 novel , winner of the PEN/Faulkner award, Bill Gray is a famous reclusive novelist who escapes from his latest failed novel by entering the world of political violence, endangering the lives of his assistant Scott and the woman both are sleeping with.
	Answer: Mao II

FTPE, stuff about a painter.
1. (10 points) This English artist is probably best known for Slavers throwing overboard the Dead and Dying, or The Slave Ship.
	Answer: Joseph Mallord William Turner
2. (10 points) Another famous J.M.W. Turner painting is this work in which the light neutral tones of the painting are dominated by two strips of dark brown in the lower right, where a vaguely depicted locomotive races toward the viewer.
	Answer: Rain, Steam, and Speed
3. (10 points) The extended title of this work indicates that the event depicted occurred on October 16, 1834. On the right is a white stone bridge, while the left is dominated by a great fire in the distance.
	Answer: The Burning of the Houses of Parliament or The Burning of the Houses of Lords and Commons, October 16, 1834

There are five groups of vertebrae in the human body. Name them F5PE, and a bonus 5 for placing them in order from top to bottom.
	Answer: cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, caudal (or coccyx)

FTPE, name these early rulers of Scandanavia with really cool names.
1. (10 points) The son of Gorm the Old, this man was the first king to unify all of Denmark's provinces. Converted by Christianity by the missionary Poppo, he erected the Jelling Stone to proclaim his conversion of Denmark.
	Answer: Harald Bluetooth
2. (10 points) This son of Harald Bluetooth deposed his father in 985, and conducted a series of raids in England, forcing Ethelred the Unready to pay large amounts of Danegeld. He took the English crown for five weeks in 1014, but his death left his empire to his son Canute.
	Answer: Svein Forkbeard (or Svein I Haraldsson)
3. (10 points) This brother-in-law of Harald Bluetooth was noted for his ruthlessness as king of Norway from 942 until 947, when he was ousted by his son Haakon the Good, forcing him to take refuge in England.
	Answer: Eric Bloodaxe

FTPE, name the composers of these works inspired by Spain.
1. (10 points) Capriccio espagnol
	Answer: Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
2. (10 points) Symphony espagnole
	Answer: Edouard Lalo
3. (10 points) Suite espanola, Cantos de espana, Iberia
	Answer: Isaac Albeniz

FTPE, answer the following about a Nigerian author.
1. (10 points) This 1979 novel contrasts the life of Nnu Ego, who tries to be the perfect wife and mother, and Adaku, who rebels. Nnu dies alone on a roadside while Adaku lives happily in Lagos.
	Answer: The Joys of Motherhood
2. (10 points) Name the Nigerian author best-known for her novel "The Joys of Motherhood".
	Answer: Buchi Emecheta
3. (10 points) Emecheta's first novel was not published until she was 32 because her husband burned the original version. It explores marriage customs through Aku-nna, who marries an "unsuitable" man.
	Answer: The Bride Price

FTPE, name the following about physics.
1. (10 points) Governed by the Richardson equation, this is the emission of electrons from a heated conductor, usually a vacuum. It is the basis for the valve of the same name.
	Answer: thermionic emissions
2. (10 points) Occurring in the Richardson equation for thermionic emissions, as well of Einstein's photoelectric equation, this is the function that determines the extent to which emissions will occur. It is sometimes expressed as a potential difference symbolized by phi or as the energy required to remove an electron symbolized by W.
	Answer: Work function
3. (10 points) Also occurring in the Richardson equation is this constant, the ratio of the universal gas constant to the Avogadro constant. Symbolized k, it has an approximate value of 1.38 times 10 to the -23 J per Kelvin.
	Answer: Boltzmann constant

FTPE, name these heretical groups.
1. (10 points) Taking their name from an alternative name for Theophilus, who taught in Bulgaria during the 900s. they believed that all material came from the devil and that therefore all close contact with matter, even the Eucharist, must be rejected.
	Answer: Bogomils
2. (10 points) Called Albigenses in southern France, these heretics of the 12th and 13th centuries saw two principles in the world: the spirit, which was good, and the body and matter, which was evil. There were two classes of them, the Believers and the Perfect.
	Answer: Cathari
3. (10 points) This 4th century heresy held that Christ was not coequal with God since God had created him. It was the motivation for the Nicene Creed.
	Answer: Arianism

FTPE, name these things from the early history of Japan.
1. (10 points) As regent, this prince served as de facto ruler of Japan during the reign of his aunt Empress Suiko, and is credited with transforming Japan from tribalism into a united nation. He is credited by the Chronicles of Japan with issuing the 17 Article Constitution in 604.
	Answer: Prince Shotoku
2. (10 points) Centered around the city of Heijokyo, this period lasting from 710-794 was noted for the flowering of Buddhist art and learning.
	Answer: Nara
3. (10 points) In power from Emperor Kammu's establishment of the capital at Kyoto and the defeat of the Taira at the Battle of Dannoura, this period lasting from 794-1185 saw the development of a highly refined court dominated by the Fujiwara clan.
	Answer: Heian

FTSNOP, answer the following about Greek mythology’s answer to the O’J’ Simpson murder trial.
1. (15 points) This son of Poseidon and Euryte was killed by a god at the spring of Asclepius in Athens because he had violated Alcippe, the god’s daughter with Aglaurus.
	Answer: Halirrhothius
2. (5 points) The killer of Halirrhothius was this god of war.
	Answer: Ares
3. (10 points) Ares was acquitted of the murder at a trial which took place during the rule of this founder of Athens, who had the Areopagus built for the trial.
	Answer: Cecrops

FTPE, show you are hardcore and name these lesser-known novels by Jane Austin.
1. (10 points) In this novel, Anne Elliot eventually accepts the proposal of Captain Wentworth.
	Answer: Persuasion
2. (10 points) The title character of this early epistolary novel has used her superficial charms to make both Mr. Mainwaring and Sir James Martin fall in love with her. She woos the gullible Reginald de Courcy and terrorizes her 16 year-old daughter Frederica, who she threatens to marry off to Martin.
	Answer: Lady Susan
3. (10 points) In this novel unfinished on Austen’s death, Sir Edward tries to sedure Clara Brereton, while Mr. Parker wants to transform the south English village of the title into a fashionable resort.
	Answer: Sanditon

FTPE, name the elements which are produced by these chemical processes.
1. (10 points) Downs process
	Answer: sodium
2. (10 points) Mond process
	Answer: nickel
3. (10 points) Hall-Heroult process
	Answer: aluminium

FTPE, answer the following about the geography of a certain European country.
1. (10 points) The Danube runs from north to south through this country which rises to a maximum height at Mount Kekes in the Carpathian foothills.
	Answer: Hungary
2. (10 points) Hungary is home to this lake which at 230 square miles makes it the largest natural lake in Europe.
	Answer: Lake Balaton
3. (10 points) Running parallel to the Danube in the east is this other major river of Hungary, and with the Danube it bounds the region Cumania.
	Answer: Tisza

FTPE, name the following about the movement for Italian unity in the 1800s.
1. (10 points) Literally meaning "charcoal burners", these were members of a secret organization that emerged in southern Italy during the Napoleonic Wars. Although involved in a number of insurrections from 1817-31, they never developed a clear program, and with other organizations like the Adelfi and Federati it was superceded by better organized groups.
	Answer: Carbonari (or Carbonaria)
2. (10 points) Founded in 1831, this organization sought to develop Italian nationalism and spark a republican uprising. It was named because its membership was largely limited to those under 40.
	Answer: Young Italy (Giovine Italia)
3. (10 points) This man founded Young Italy, and after taking part in the Lombard revolt of 1849 took part in the triumvirate ruling the Roman Republic after Pius IX fled. He was largely discredited by the 1850s due to a number of abortive insurrections he organized.
	Answer: Giuseppe Mazzini

30-20-10, give the common first and last name.
1. (30 points) The philosopher of this name argued for immediate direct knowledge of objects in "Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic". His philosophy  was the subject of a famous 1865 "examination" by John Stuart Mill.
(20 points) The politician of this name was envoy to Naples whose wife Emma, originally given to him by his nephew Charles Grenville in exchange for payment of a debt, created controversy with her open affair with Horatio Nelson, with whom she had a daughter, Horatia.
(10 points) The mathematician of this name is best-known for inventing quarternions.
	Answer: William Hamilton

FTPE, name these mathematicians.
1. (10 points) At the age of 18, this German developed the method of least squares and showed how to construct a 17-sided polygon from straightedge and compass. In his seminal work Disquisitiones arithmeticae he proved the Fundamental Theorems of Arithmetic and Algebra.
	Answer: Carl Friedrich Gauss
2. (10 points) Using the theory of elliptic functions this German was able to prove Fermat's conjucture that every integer is the sum of four perfect squares. Given n functions in n variables, his namesake matrix is constructed from the n partial derivatives of each function.
	Answer: Carl Jacobi
3. (10 points) Born in 1821, this Russian proved that for all n bigger than 3, there is at least one prime between n and 2n minus 2. In probability, his inequality states that if a probability has mean mu and standard deviation sigma, then the probability that a random variable with that distribution differs from mu by more than k sigma is less than 1 over k squared.
	Answer: Pafnuty Lvovich Chebyshev

F15PE, name these ass-clowns who were awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature.
1. (15 points) The first Greek winner of the Nobel in Literature, he first gained attention with his first poetry collection "Turning Point", but his masterpiece is "Myth-History", told through the voices of ordinary soldiers and sailors from The Odyssey.
	Answer: George Seferis
2. (15 points) His first collection of poems, "Orientations", was followed by the poem "A Heroic and Mournful Song for the Lost Second Lieutenant of the Albanian Campaign", considered one of the best WWII poems. His masterpiece is the epic cycle "The Axion Esti".
	Answer: Odysseus Elytis

F15PE, name these theories of emotion.
1. (15 points) In this theory a stimulus results in subcortical brain activity. The result is both autonomic arousal and the feeling of emotion, which happen simultaneously.
	Answer: Cannon-Bard theory
2. (15 points) In this theory, emotion results from both the stimulus and the autonomic arousal, the "two-factors" in its name.
	Answer: Schacter two-factor theory

